
The GI Bill

Scholars have argued about U.S. state development – in particular its

laggard social policy and weak institutional capacity – for generations.

Neo-institutionalism has informed and enriched these debates, but, as

yet, no scholar has reckoned with a very successful and sweeping social

policy designed by the federal government: the Servicemen’s Readjust-

ment Act of 1944, more popularly known as the GI Bill.

Kathleen J. Frydl addresses the GI Bill in the first study based on

systematic and comprehensive use of the records of the Veterans Ad-

ministration. Frydl’s research situates the Bill squarely in debates about

institutional development, social policy and citizenship, and political

legitimacy. It demonstrates the multiple ways in which the GI Bill ad-

vanced federal power, and, at the very same time, limited its extent and

its effects.

Kathleen J. Frydl has been an assistant professor in the history depart-

ment at the University of California, Berkeley, since 2003. After receiv-

ing her PhD from the University of Chicago in 2000, she worked at the

National Academy of Sciences. She has won academic awards from the

University of Chicago, the Mellon Foundation, and the Spencer

Foundation.
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Preface

I remember my surprise when I learned that some early readers of this

manuscript felt I was ‘‘coming down on’’ or criticizing the GI Bill. A few

even suggested that I might be a ‘‘revisionist’’ scholar of it, a label that

technically means a reversal of or challenge to a previously held view, but

one that has come to connote, more broadly, smug academics engaged in

nitpicking of a triumphant and largely accurate history.

At the same time, I myself have often been surprised by the appearance

of the GI Bill in other, recent academic histories – in particular, I am

startled to read about a Bill that afforded easy access to the middle class

for white veterans and barred black veterans from the same. Race discrim-

ination in implementation of the Bill is a major storyline in the pages that

follow, but it is not a simple one. Some African-American veterans found

ways to use the Bill to their advantage (as we shall see). More important,

at least in the context of this discussion, readjustment for any veteran –

including white veterans – was a difficult, and sometimes perilous, pro-

cess. For a soldier returning home from war, little was easy, and if the

generous terms of the GI Bill helped to negotiate readjustment, then its

sloppy implementation often complicated it.

Thus I expect that this bookwill incur a kind of dual displeasure: somewill

be upset that the history that follows does not offer a pristine depiction of the

World War II GI Bill, while others will find it too celebratory, too willing to

excuse or explain the veteran’s decisions and dilemmas. This fate was fore-

told to me when I circulated a draft version of the dissertation proposal that

eventually became the research project that forms the core of this book. One

day, I collected feedback in two separate meetings, and I learned from one of

my professors that I ‘‘really seem to have it out for the veteran’’ and, later that
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day, one of my graduate student friends (who read the exact same proposal)

shared her view that I ‘‘really seem to take the veteran’s side.’’

Though I would like to think that these two faithful readers have since

expanded their view of my research, their initial reactions punctuate

the two extremes that have greeted my work as it has evolved over time.

In a self-authorizing or self-rationalizing way, I view these two polar-

opposite responses as guided by preconceived notions about the Bill

and, perhaps it is not too much to suggest, political views regarding the

United States more generally.

I have taken a kind of contrarian’s pride in upsetting this all-saint or all-

sinner approach to history, but the research imperative guiding this book

is nothing so small as cleverness or an impish pleasure in contradicting

dogmatic views. This is the first book on the World War II GI Bill to treat

the records of the Veterans Administration systematically, prominently,

and seriously; as a result, we are not embarking on amission to find the GI

Bill we think we already know, but uncovering the one that appears

through the eyes of the agency charged with administering it. When we

examine the GI Bill through this lens, its triumphs and tragedies begin to

resemble the record of other large government programs, and that obser-

vation is one central theme of this book.

This theme does ‘‘revise’’ the largely reverential but superficial view of

theWorldWar II GI Bill in popular culture. In apprehending this, no reader

is then entitled to presume a lack of respect forWorldWar II veterans or GI

Bill recipients on my behalf. In fact, it is the opposite: we do ourselves and

our veterans a great disservice by idolizing that which we should honor.

Worship supposes and supports a distance; it offers rituals to name that

which we cannot know. But respect involves recognition; we inhabit an

imaginative intimacy, admiring that which is exigent and instructive for

our own lives. By remembering the soldiers of World War II as mythical

legends, we have robbed them of any ability to touch and transform us. As

Atlantic editor Benjamin Schwarz has marveled, depictions of World War

II soldiers in our current day often approach ‘‘plaster saints engaged in

a sanctified crusade,’’ an insulting distortion that persists, in part, because

World War II soldiers themselves elected to move on with on their lives

rather than chronicle their past in its boring, horrifying, or unnerving detail.1

1 See Benjamin Schwarz, ‘‘The Real War,’’ a review of The Good Fight by Stephen E.

Ambrose, in The Atlantic Monthly, (June 2001): p.100–103; which provides a succinct
and useful discussion of why some academic and public historians continue to distort the

experience of American soldiers in World War II.

x Preface
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To me, bringing World War II and its soldiers down to earth, so to

speak, allows some opportunity for us to feel obliged and inspired to

follow their example. I know that in the pages that follow these veterans

will recognize the war they fought and the world that greeted them when

they came home, and it is my hope that in this recognition, they will feel

honored.

The reunion of soldier and country was not always a happy one. The

world that received soldiers returning from World War II was filled with

uncertainty and different from the one these men and women left behind. A

small town in the rural south was now without about 15 percent of its

population, strained by racial tension and the rule of southern oligarchs,

and skittish with fears of a race war. A veteran who came home would find

some relatives and friends gone and a town that viewed him – whether he

was white or black – apprehensively. An industrial city in the north might

be richer from war contracts, but its wealth came so quickly, it grew in

haphazard and unsustainable way. Aveteran walking through the streets of

his old working-class neighborhood would likely find slap-dash housing

hastily thrown up along the streets, brimming with new occupants. He

would certainly not find any housing for himself, and a young man accus-

tomed to the company of his peers and changed by war would now very

likely resettle himself in the house in which he grew up, an awkward expe-

rience that would hasten his decision to move away for school or for a job.

Ayoung veteran from theMidwest might have been so impressed by glimp-

ses of California sunshine during the war that he decided to resettle himself

out West; perhaps he did so with his new bride, a wartime girlfriend, and if

so the chanceswould be great that theywould be divorcedwithin two years.

Maybe this same young man wandered over to the shipyards, looking for

steady skilled work; there the unionized workers, who had accrued savings

and seniority during the war, viewed him with a tangible hostility and

assigned him to jobs that were perceived to be denigrated in status because

they had been performed by women or blacks during the war.

These vignettes give a small clue to how challenging even just the first

few moments and first few decisions were for veterans. The readjustment

of soldiers coming home from war is always a delicate and risky process,

and this observation is anothermajor theme of this book. Tome, this point

seems obvious – at times, painfully so. Yet, as these words were written,

Senator James Webb recently proposed a readjustment package for sol-

diers returning home from the wars in Afghanistan or Iraq, choosing to call

it a new ‘‘GI Bill,’’ and his plan was initially greeted with a startling amount

of criticism from the current president, George W. Bush, the presumptive

Preface xi
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Republican nominee, John McCain, and the Pentagon. To be sure, any

reader of this book will emerge with a well-founded skepticism regarding

claims that this new ‘‘GI Bill’’ will produce a cohort of recipients who will

‘‘pay back’’ the amount spent on them by producingmore for the economy

and making more money, thus paying more in taxes. These best-case

scenarios will play out in some of these veterans’ lives, but not in others.

But I hope that any reader will also know that the cost of not dealing

generously with veterans is much greater than the money spent on a re-

adjustment package – greater in ethical, economic, and political terms.

We simply cannot afford to have soldiers disregarded or dismissed by

the country that sent them to war.

Finally, I want to take issue with the use of the term ‘‘GI Bill’’ to describe

the Webb proposal or the Montgomery ‘‘GI Bills’’ that are its immediate

predecessor. Both refer to readjustment packages intended to serve an all-

volunteer force (AVF), not a draft force. Thus their closest and most

reasonable historical analog is the gifts of land given to soldiers who

enlisted to fight in the Mexican War. ‘‘GI Bills’’ are, in our recent past,

packages meant for soldiers drafted to fight in a war. I clarify this not

because historians are fussy about the little details of our past (though this

may be true), but because ‘‘GI Bill’’ has come to be a kind of synonym for

dealing with our soldiers justly and generously, hence its use can be un-

intentionally deceptive. Our veterans of Iraq and Afghanistan deserve all

the benefits we can give them, but nothing will resolve the crisis of legit-

imacy and power in our military except a more equitable model of service

and more deliberation over the wars they are sent to fight. The ability of

the World War II, Korean War, and Vietnam War GI Bills to successfully

readjust soldiers rested, first of all, on the perception of the fairness of the

fight – and, insofar as this was not true, that is also where the problems

began. The Webb proposal is generous (and deserved), but it will not, by

itself, make the United States’ current force structure just, nor will it

compensate for sending soldiers off to fight an unnecessary and unwise

war in Iraq. These points touch on another overarching and important

theme of this book: we cannot sequester the world of the military, the

fighting of war, and the return of soldiers from the larger questions and

problems of American history. We, as Americans, are the force we send,

the fights we choose, and the favors we bestow.

San Francisco, CA

July 2008
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